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ISOBOLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS



         

Introduced by S. Loewe;

ISOBOLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

 Effect of combinations:
mathematical basis of

problem. 



         

Ronald Tallarida discussed the use and construction
of a linear isobole;

ISOBOLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS



         
     A reliable strategy to evaluate the interactions between

drugs.

Isobologram analysis has been mathematically proven and
widely used to evaluate drug interactions.

        Antagonistic, additive or synergistic
interactions
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Valeriana glechomifolia Meyer
643 ± 56 mg/g

172 ± 34 mg/g87 ± 9 mg/g

39 ± 5 mg/g

37 ± 6 mg/g















The potentiation of the antidepressant effect
following a single combination of sub-effective
doses does not provide any information about
the nature of the underlying pharmacological
interactions!





Hill coefficients and Emax were similar



Hill coefficients and Emax were similar
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*P < 0.05: significantly different from the corresponding ED50 mix (Student’s t-test for independent means),
indicating a synergic interaction.



amounts of each drug (a: VAL; b: antidepressants)
in the combination (obtained from the ED50 mix)

ED50 of VAL
ED50 of each

antidepressant alone
 



*P < 0.05: significantly different from the corresponding ED50 mix (Student’s t-test for independent means),
indicating a synergic interaction.



γ     1 = additive interaction;
 

γ > 1 = antagonistic interaction; 
 

γ < 1 =  synergistic interaction.



















Hypericum polyanthemum Klotzsch ex Reichardt 
(Hypericaceae)

Uliginosin B

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/pharmacology-toxicology-and-pharmaceutical-science/hypericaceae








where: Ei is the selected effect level (50% MPE), D is the
equieffective dose for this effect level and h is the Hill

coefficient.





The additive line was calculated using the following
equation:

where: Bi is the equi-effective dose for the drug B alone (morphine,
amitriptyline or clonidine) at the level effect (50% MPE); (a, b) pairs
are the doses of drug A and B defining the isobole of additivity; DA
and DB are the ED50 values; EA and EB are the Emax values; hA and
hB are the Hill coefficients for drug A and B, respectively
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